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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2088236A2] The paper machine clothing comprises a layer forming material web supporting surface, and particulate polymer material
(5), which fuses after the thermal activation and on which, a layer forming structure is connected, so that the layer is partially impregnated and an
intermediate area in the structure is partially filled. The polymer material bonded to the layer forming structure is arranged in the area of the surface
supporting the material web viewed over the width direction of the clothing only in a predefined area. The paper machine clothing comprises a
layer forming material web supporting surface, and particulate polymer material (5), which fuses after the thermal activation and on which, a layer
forming structure is connected, so that the layer is partially impregnated and an intermediate area in the structure is partially filled. The polymer
material bonded to the layer forming structure is arranged in the area of the surface supporting the material web viewed over the width direction
of the clothing only in a predefined area. The polymer material partially penetrates the layer forming the material web-supporting surface. A first
zone (19) forming the predefined area melts within the area of the surface viewed in width direction of the clothing and a second zone (18) free
from the polymer material is formed on the polymer material. The first zone is formed from edge area (11, 12) of the clothing in the width directions
that are characterized through a constant width in the direction to the middle of the clothing, and the second zone is formed from a middle area of
the clothing arranged between the edge areas. The first zone is equipped in the free area from the edge area of the clothing and the second zone
is formed from the edge area. The edge areas of the clothing are characterized through a width of 5-150 cm. An equally remaining distribution of
the fused polymer material is provided within one of the first zone in thick direction of the clothing and in longitudinal direction. The fused polymer
material exists within the first zone in the width direction with homogeneous or inhomogeneous distribution. The individual particles of the particular
polymer materials are characterized in the initial condition before the thermal activation by same or different particle geometry and/or size. The
particular polymer material is arranged in initial condition before the thermal activation with same particle thick in width direction. The particle size
of the polymer material in the initial condition is 50-150 mu m. The polymer material consists of thermoplastic elastomeric polyurethane. The layer
forming the material web supporting surface is formed by a fiber fleece structure that is needled with a base layer, which is free from fused polymer
material. The fiber fleece structure comprises fleece layers that are characterized through different fiber grades. The layer forming the material web-
supporting surface is formed by a polymer layer that extends itself over the surface of the fiber-fleece structure. An independent claim is included for
a method for the production of industrial clothing.
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